Cannabis
At JAAS Systems our goal is to provide you with a total system to run your business profitably.
We realize that the cannabis industry is one of the fastest growing businesses; we also
understand the strict demands placed upon you by state and federal regulations. Each state
where cannabis is legal, whether for medical use or recreational use, has its own laws that must
be followed, as well as federal tax code 280E.
JAAS Advanced Manufacturing Software (JAMS) for Acumatica was created by experts with
hundreds of years of combined experience in the manufacturing industry. This knowledge,
combined with cloud technology from Acumatica, delivers a feature-rich, fully integrated
manufacturing, distribution, customer management, project management, and accounting
solution.
Our solution provides end-to-end manufacturing ERP:
✓ Quality Assurance assists in meeting Industry
Standards
✓ Avoid material shortages with MRP and Production
Scheduling
✓ Manage production workflow throughout lifecycle,
from seed to product delivery
✓ Depth and control from the beginning; from product
revision control through our robust shop floor
capabilities including lot tracking with lot/serial
numbers, costing at the transaction level, and reason
codes to track scrap

“When Manufacturing is Your Business,
it’s OUR Business” ™

Government mandates make it imperative that you improve visibility by using comprehensive
end-to-end ERP software. You need a powerful business solution with specific functionality
needed for the cannabis industry:
✓ Track production processes such as; extraction, edibles, packaging, and trimming
✓ Automatically generate reports/data for BioTrackTHC and METRC
✓ Track Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) for federal and state level reporting: necessary for
Federal Tax Code 280E
✓ Record by-products for reuse of trim and useful waste
✓ Record quality assurance measures with production attributes
✓ Schedule operations/work centers for optimization of production workflow
✓ Define safety stock levels to keep consistent stock in inventory
A “growing” business needs a solution combining both the flexibility and scalability to maximize
profitability and optimize its most important resources, all while fulfilling accelerated market
demands; making JAMS for Acumatica from JAAS Systems a compelling solution.

